
Elliott Manufacturing puts you in control with our new GroundControl II system, a direct plug-and-play drop 
in for John Deere ProSeries™ row units using RowCommand™. That means you can continue to benefit from 
your equipment investment for years to come. Our new GroundControl II system is a better, fully compatible, 
row control replacement for all Pro-Shaft™ driven row units, including both Pro-Series™ XP and MaxEmerge™ 
XP planters. What’s more, Elliott’s innovative design locates the clutch inside the seed meter gearbox, so you 
can use your existing flexible shafts for the fastest, easiest installation. Other features include:

• Non-indexing clutch offers optimal control of your seed meter to eliminate
over-seeding, reduce seed waste, save money, and enhance crop output

• Option for manual or John Deere Section Control clutch engagement to
pause seed distribution

• Reinforced knob with durable aluminum interface and self-locking screws
stands up to harsh environments for maximum performance and life

• Easy to install for a fast and easy changeover

• Maintenance-free for uninterrupted performance

• Reverse-logic clutch draws 283mA of current only when slipping, so no
major electrical enhancements are needed on your tractor

• Sealed design meets the IP-66 standard for water and dust ingress, and
eliminates the potential of failure due to contamination

Control input cost, even field edges, maximize crop yields, 
and cultivate precision farming better than ever before. 

Take control of your field and your investment 

The Elliott GroundControl II planter drive system is the simple, affordable, and direct 
replacement for John Deere® RowCommand™. 
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With Elliott’s GroundControl II planter drive solution, you can easily 
replace your RowCommand system and reap immediate results. 

Fast, simple installation and a lifetime of performance 
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Elliott’s GroundControl II system incorporates your existing toolbar 
gearbox and flexshaft to quickly lock into place. The ergonomic knob 
design makes changeover lightening fast and almost effortless.   

Elliott’s proprietary knob is reinforced 
with self-locking set screws to optimize 
durability. The original plastic knob features 
spring fingers that snap into the seed meter 
shaft and can easily break. Our interface is 
reinforced aluminum, meaning you’ll never 
have to buy another replacement knob. 

Elliott’s GroundControl II is a 
direct replacement for John Deere 

RowCommand™ systems on all 
Pro-Shaft™ drive planters. This 

smart, affordable solution will give 
you all the benefits you expect, 
along with significant savings

in your budget. 
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